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For this year, there is only one tour that’s still open: our new Easy/Intermediate tour which highlights some of the best cycling available in Washington. The scenery is stunning and the routes are some of the favorites of western Washington
cyclists. Since our base hotel is in Mount Vernon, roughly halfway between the mountains and the water, we will ride up
into the foothills of the Cascades a couple of times and out to the Puget Sound several times as well. It is also a great time
of year to see wildlife. Since this is a fixed base tour, there is always the option not to go at all one day and there are
sometimes possibilities to ride a bit less as well. We think both native Washingtonians and folks from outside the state will
love this tour. Check out the full details at http://www.pegasusbiketours.com/.

The itineraries and pricing have been finalized for both the Girona/Catalonia Tour and the Bruges-Paris Bike & Barge. We
had to raise the price for the Bike & Barge slightly due to the falling value of the dollar. The Catalonia/Girona Spain tour
is limited to 19 participants with space for only 3 single supplements. The barge for the Bruges-Paris Tour will only hold
18 participants plus Ralph & Carol and we will not be able to accommodate any single supplements on that one! Links to
detailed descriptions including pricing of both of these fantastic 2018 International Tours can be found at: http://
www.pegasusbiketours.com/201-tours. We will again have a 10 day open registration period (8/25—9/4/17) followed by a
lottery should it be necessary. Please go to: http://www.pegasusbiketours.com/registration-lottery-process for a complete
description of the lottery process. Make sure to mark your calendars as the chances are good that both tours will fill in
the initial registration period.

Twenty-four of us adventurous cyclists enjoyed a fabulous adventure through the Dutch countryside, beginning in Amsterdam and traveling as far west as Arnhem, the site of an historic World War II battle featured in the movie “A Bridge Too
Far”, visiting other historic cities such as Nijmegen along the way, and then back to Amsterdam.
We enjoyed daily rides led by our amazing Dutch tour guide, Francien, and transportation, meals, and accommodations
expertly handled by our wonderful crew including an accomplished chef, captain, and first mate.

Each day began with a delicious breakfast and fixings for lunch, following which we all assembled to begin our daily ride,
while our barge continued on to our next destination. Our daily morning ride would include a stop at a local café in a nearby village for a coffee drink and fresh pastry. After a leisurely lunch, we would continue our journey through the countryside, sometimes stopping at a local point of interest such as a working windmill, an organic cheese farm, or just a quaint,
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historic village with a café for an afternoon beer or other refreshing beverage of choice. We also had the opportunity to visit
farmers’ markets and festivals in some of the local villages we passed through.

Sometimes our travels required taking a short ferry ride with our bicycles – lots of fun!! Some of the villages we passed through

had picturesque canals or locks filled with local activity.
We stayed one night in the beautiful historic fishing village of
Spakenburg, with some of the most perfectly maintained
boats you will ever see!
We also had the pleasure of riding through beautiful, rural
countryside and seeing a variety of flora and fauna, including
sheep, storks and rare orchids that a gen-

tleman invited us to come and see when we happened to stop to regroup in front of his
house!
Each afternoon we reached the Lena Maria in plenty of time for showering before dinner.
After a delicious dinner, Francien would take those of us who were interested on a walking
tour of the local village, pointing out historic landmarks, and educating us on the local ar-
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chitecture as well as the impact of various battles during
World War II.
Our weather was perfect, with temperatures mostly in the
70s, and no significant rainfall. All in all, we had a perfect
Dutch adventure!! It would not have been possible without
our two intrepid tour leaders, Ralph & Carol!!!!!

The inaugural Pegasus French Alps Tour took place June 24 - July 3, 2017, with 20 riders, including Ralph, and our everthoughtful sag drivers and planners, Francien and Carol. In cycling circles, Col d’Iseran, Col du Galibier, and Col d'Izoard are synonymous with epic and require no introduction. But there was a lot more to this trip with a dozen cols, spectacular snowy moun-

tains and glaciers, deep gorges, crazy switchbacks, charming villages, and finally the sparkling blue Mediterranean. All told, we
took on over 400 miles and 50,000 feet of climbing in seven days of riding that was never boring or flat.
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The tour began with the orientation meeting and dinner in Annemasse, just across the
French border from Geneva, with temperatures soaring into the 90s. Thunderstorms freshened the air overnight and we had a break in the high heat – though still warm and sunny –
on our first day of riding, a "prologue" of not quite 70 km and about 5400' of climbing as we
went over the Col des Aravis and on to Praz-sur-Arly. After teamwork to pass our bicycles
along a cliff edge, most of us rode up a spectacular gorge accompanied only by bird song
on the closed road. One intrepid rider and the vans did an extra 50 km detour. As we rode
into more open country and the pass, cow bells cheered us on, and we got our first taste of
a climb in the Alps and the long, long descents on rough roads with hairpins. Rocky, snowy
peaks, including Mont Blanc, appeared in and out of the clouds.
Day 2 included two passes, as we rode about 80 km over first the Col de
Saisies and then the Cormet de Roselend to Seez, climbing almost 8000' for
the day. Coming down Saisies, we enjoyed more wonderful cow bells and
beautiful views of Mont Blanc. The Cormet de Roselend was an unexpectedly
hard climb for many and then especially beautiful in its last few kilometers.
After fueling up at a well-placed sag stop overlooking the turquoise waters of
the Barrage de Roseland, we went up a winding, narrow road into a fantastic
landscape of streams, flowers, boulders and rock outcroppings. The day wasn’t over yet as the ride finished with a climb to the hotel and four flights of
stairs. As if that was not enough, a couple riders went on to add an out-andback up the Col de Petit St Bernard to the Italian border (giving them about
130 km in the day).
Day 3 greeted us with spectacular, ever-changing low clouds and views
over the valley as we had breakfast. The day took us over the iconic Col
d'Iseran, climbing almost 7900'. A long climb up a valley with glaciers all
around, going in and out of avalanche sheds and tunnels, took us to the
town of Val d'Isere. The real climbing started soon after and continued on
to a cold and windy summit. No lingering at the top. Just enough time to
take a couple photos and add some layers for the long, long descent and
then the valley road to our hotel in Termignon. A couple strong riders
added the climb of the Col du Mont Cenis. It was a spectacular day, but
it was marred by a crash. One member of the group ended up in the hospital with a broken scapula and orbital bone. She
continued with the tour riding in the van, and we
were relieved to see her moving with increasing
ease within a few days though her face got increasingly colorful.
Day 4 took us almost 100 km from Termignon to Chantemerle (just outside Briançon), over passes well
known from the Tour de France – the Col du Telegraphe, Col du Galibier
(2624m) and Col du Lautaret (a pass we actually descended to!). It was an
epic climbing day (about 8300'). Except for the fastest of the group, most
of us encountered cold rain on the Galibier, but at least the thunderstorms
stayed distant. The tunnel option was relatively warm and dry, but others
opted for the final, steep kilometer in the elements. The long descent was
cold enough that it required multiple hot cocoas in restaurants for many of
us, and many got a van ride from the Col du Lautaret to the hotel rather
than being increasingly hypothermic. Down in Chantemerle, window art
was ready to welcome the Tour de France in a couple weeks.
On Day 5, the group had some options. The original plan was to ride about 100 km over the Col d'Izoard and Col de Vars, but
with some rain and some hard climbing days behind us and more to come, only a couple strong riders did both. (You no doubt
see the pattern here!) Another group took a rest day and vanned to our next hotel in Jausier. Others rode along the valley to the
start of the Col de Vars and vanned to the hotel
from there. Several rode the Col d'Izoard, another
classic pass with spectacular rock formations and
crazy tight hairpins on the decent. Head winds in
the canyon and tunnels of the valley road brought
us to a late but tasty lunch in Guilestre. Reason
over valor saw most of us vanning over the Col de
Vars. And, if riding in the Alps sounds difficult, try
driving a van over these narrow mountain roads.
Carol and Francien deserve a special award!
Cool air and some showers followed us through the day, but overall we were pleasantly surprised with better than expected
weather.
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On Day 6 we woke to fresh snow on the peaks, but by the end of the day we were in the coolest
clothes we had. We rode almost 90 km from Jausier to Valberg, heading over the Col de la
Cayolle in the Maritime Alps. A narrow road wound through a deep gorge and then moved into
open forest and a grassy, rocky open pass. We enjoyed the road, quieter than our earlier
routes, and its flocks of sheep – some filling the road. A sag stop at the summit fueled us for
another descent with more insane hairpins, into the valley, where we had a second sag stop
and transitioned fully into summer. The climb to the hotel was a steep 13 km road in the afternoon sun, for a total of about 7700' of climbing that day. The view over the valley and out to
peaks as we neared Valberg was awesome.
Day 7 took us down to the Mediterranean in Nice, but though we ended at sea level, we still
climbed about 7200'. We rode about 140 km, over the Col de St. Raphael (875 m) and the
Col de Vence (963m). In cool morning air
(8° C) we took off down a beautiful narrow gorge winding through small tunnels
and under overhanging rocks. Suddenly,
the air was drier and full of the sound of
cicadas. Red tile roofs and olive trees
appeared. Welcome to the Mediterranean! After the climb of the Col de St Raphael, quiet roads brought us to villages
clinging to the hillsides. By this time, a road that was only 2-3% uphill was looking level.
Soon we had a glimpse of the sea, and after a final sag stop at the Col de Vence, we enjoyed a sweeping descent into Nice. We
were soon making our way through traffic and down to the famous seaside promenade, which turned out to be a bikeway right
out of tandem hell, filled with meandering baby strollers, shivering swimmers dashing back to their hotels, extended families
fanned out in the path, young skateboarders sneaking by, weaving bicycles - all crushed into a narrow path due to construction.
Oh and did we mention the headwind? After 10 km of that, we were happy to arrive at our hotel.
Our final day was a free day in Nice. A few took their bicycles out for another ride, but more helped load the bikes into the van
for their trip back to Annemasse and then swam, strolled around the city, hiked up to the bluffs to look over the beautiful water,
lounged over lunch, or maybe caught the start of the Tour de France on TV - with a whole new appreciation for the riders' climbing and descending feats! We had a final dinner together and celebrated our adventure. The next morning we went our separate ways – some to more traveling and others back home – full of memories of cow bells, the return of sunny skies after the
rains, helpful kilometer markings ("What? We've only gone a kilometer? And it's another 8% average for the next kilometer?!"),
long descents with crazy hairpins turns, riding through sheep flocks, the friendly (speedy) German group whose route matched
ours for several days, excellent boulangeries, beautiful scenes of snowy peaks and rocky gorges, and a great group of fellow
riders to share the experience and lend a hand when needed. There's also a small village in France where people are still talking about this guy in Lycra who walked into a smoky bar at 9:30 in the morning and asked for a petit bottle of water. But that's
another story.

Francien & Carol our imperturbable leader/support crew
The authors Tim & Susan on their tandem

Our Final destination
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